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WAGE INEQUALITY AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF EDUCATION: 
A STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN INEQUALITY 

IN METROPOLITAN BRAZIL 

ABSTRACT 

The paper analyzes the evolution of education and wage inequality in 

metropolitan Brazil from 1976 to 1986. The study is based on data from 

ten Brazilian Annual Household Surveys (PNADs) for the period 1976-1986. 

The universe of analysis was limited to prime-age males. The inequality 

used was Theil's second measure which is analytically convenient to study 

the determinants of inequality. 

It is shown that education can explain almost 50% of the wage 

inequality in metropolitan Brazil. Large differences in wage inequality 

are observed across metropolitan regions, the inequality being higher in 

poor Northeast metropolitan regions. To identify whether the large 

regional differences in inequality were directly associated to differences 

in educational levels or to differences in the steepness of the 

wage-education profiles some simulations were conducted. The simulation 

results indicate that wage inequality is much smaller in the 

South-Southeast metropolitan regions than in the Northeast metropolitan 

regions not because the South and Southeast regions have higher or better 

distributed levels of education, but because (perhaps as a consequence of 

a better distribution of education) the wage-education profile is less 

steep in these regions than in the Northeast regions. 



1-INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The relationship between education and income inequality during the 

process of economic development has been greatly illuminated by 

Langoni( 1973a) and other studies of the evolution of the Brazilian income 

distribution since 19601. There exist, however, certain aspects of the 

Brazilian experience that remain virtually unexplored. An important but 
I 

frequently overlooked one is the surprisingly large and temporally stable 

2regional differences in income inequali ty . Since both the distribution of 

education and the level of development vary greatly across Brazil, regional 

differences· in inequality, like the temporal variations previously studied, 

offer an additional opportunity to examine the important relationship between 

3 4income inequality and educational expansion during the development process . 

To investigate the r~lationship between education and wage 

inequality, this paper uses information from household surveys on the nine 

largest Brazilian metropolitan areas. The study itself is divided into two 

parts. First, we investigate the relationship between the distribution of 

education and the level of wage inequality in metropolitan Brazil. Secondly, 

we investigate the· extent to which Brazilian regional differences in wage 

1 .
Besides the seminal work done by Langoni(1973a), other important references 

include Bacha and Taylor(1981), Castello Branco( 1979), Fishlow(1972, 1973), 
and Langoni(1971,1973b,1977). Unfortunately, segments of Langoni's(1973a) 
ingenious and detailed empirical work are hard to fol low due to several 
typographical errors and arithmetic inconsistencies. These problems have 
already been noticed by Fishlow(1973) and Bacha and Taylor(1981). 
2Brazilian regional differences in income inequality have not been as 
extensively studied as temporal variations. Basic references are 
Langoni( 1973a, ch. 7), Lodder ( 1976), and Mata( 1979) that discuss the 
determinants of these regional differences. Additional references include 
Barros and Rossi(1987), Rossi(1981), and Ra.monaval Costa(1977). 
3Another possibility, pursued by Castello Branco(1979,Chapter 6), ia to use 
sectoral differences to investigate the relationship between education and 
income inequality. 
4See Ra.m(1989) for a recent review of the issues related to educational 
expansion and income inequality in less-developed countries. 
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inequality can be attributed to regional variati~ns in (1) the distribution 

of education, (11) the average wages within educational categories, and (111) 

the inequality in wages within educational categories. 

Ten Brazlllan Annual Household Surveys (PNADs) conducted between· 

1976 and 1986 constltute the empirical base for this investigation. This 

information permlts us to analyze both temporal and regional variations in 

wage lne~llty in Brazil. The objective of this paper, however, is limited 

to ari investigation of regional differences only. The temporal patterns of 

wage inequality in metropolitan Brazll using this same data set were 

partially analyzed in Almeida Reis and Barros(1989). The temporal dimension 

of the data set w111 be used only to assess the temporal robustness of our 

findings, i.e., we will conduct separate regional analyses for each year and 

identify which findings are temporally . stable. A description and 

interpretation of these temporarily s~able findings will then follow.5 

To measure inequality Thell• s( 1967) second measure. or simply 

The11-L (see also Anand(l98~.app.A)). is utilized. This measure ls suitable 

for two important reasons. First, from an ethical point of view it satisfies 

the Pigou-Dalton principle of transfers and it is ~lso transfer sensitive as 

defined by Shorrocks and Foster( 1987)6 . As an analytical tool. its 

convenience derives from its decomposability. It can be written as a function 

5Th1s ls not to say that period specific regional phenomena are not 
important. For example, how regional differences were affected by the 
recession years in the beginning of the 1980s has actually attract active 
discussion (see Jatoba( 1989)). In this paper we are only interested in 
"structural" explanations of regional differences in inequality. hence our 
requirement of stability over time. 

6For additional 
/ 

information on the implicit ethical Judgments associated to 
this inequa:11 ty measure see Blackerby and Donaldson( 1978) and Barros and 
Ramos(1989). Loosely speaking the ethical attractivity of the Theil-L derives 
from its greater sensitivity to changes in the distribution of wages among 
the poor. 
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of Just three features of the Joint distribution of education and wages: (1) 

the distribution of education, (ii) the average wages within educational 

categories, and (iii) the inequality in wages within educational categories. 

Because of this property, the contribution of each these three factors to 

variations in the overall wage inequality can be readily identified and this 

greatly simplifies our study of the relationship between wage inequality and 
I 

the distribution of education. 

·This paper is organized into seven sections. Section 2 describes 

the variablies used to measure wage and education; the universe of analysis; .. 
Theil's second measure and some of its properties; and the methodology used 

to decompose both levels of inequality and regional variations in inequality. 

Sect ion 3 presents our main findings about wage inequality in 

metropolitan Brazil. We show that the poorer metropolitan areas located in 

th~ Northeast of Brazil tend to exhibit higher levels of inequality. The data 

also reveals that since 1978, regional differences in inequality in 

metropolitan Brazil have not been significantly reduced. 

In section 4 we assess the overall contribution of education to the 

level of wage inequality in metropolitan Brazil. We show that education 

accounts for almost 50¾ of the inequality in wages. 

Changes in wage inequality due to changes in the distribution of 

education can be decomposed into a direct and an indirect component. Given a 

change in the distribution of education, the direct component is defined as 

the change in wage inequality that would be obtained if both the average and 

the inequality of wages within categories were kept constant. Sect ion 5 

estimates the direct effect on the level of wage inequality of marginal 

educational expansion at each education level. We demonstrate that the direct 

equalizing impact of an educational expansion is decreasing with the level of 
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education at which expansion occurs. Thus, expansion at the primary school 

level tends to reduce inequality whereas expansion at the college level tends 

to increase wage inequality.. 

Section 6 estimates the proportions of the regional differences in 

inequality that can be explained by the three factors mentioned above, namely 

(1) regional differences in the distribution of education, Cii) regional 

differences in the relative average wages within educational categories. and 

(111) regional differences in the inequality in wages within educational 

categories,. The analysis in this section closely parallels the studies of 

Knight and ·SabotC1983) and Mohan and Sabot(1988). We show that standardizing 

the distribution of education across regions does not reduce regional 

differences in inequality. These differences are shown to be mainly 

attributed to regional differences in the slope of the relationship between 

average wages and education. 

Finally, section 7 briefly summarizes our main findings and 

describes some promising topics for further research. 

2-BASIC CONCEPTS AND UNIVERSE OF ANAL.YSIS 

2.1-THE CHOICE OF A DISTRIBUTION 

The scope of this paper is limited to the investigation of the 

relationship between the distribution of prime-age 1111les according to their 

wages and according to their educational levels. 

It is certainly true that from a social welfare perspective it 

would be much more significant to consider the distribution of all 

individw,.ls according to a !!!2a. comprehensive notion of income like total 

family income
/ 

l)t!r adult equivalent. To conduct an investigation by total 

family income per adult equivalent would require to consider, both explicitly 

4 
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and simultaneously, family composition and the process of income generation 

within the family; a task which is beyond the scope of this paper. Even the 

analysis of the distribution of individual labor income requires the 

consideration of family structure since individuals labor force participation· 

decisions are not only a function of their own attributes but also a function 

of the characteristics of other members in their families. 
I 

Wages, on the other hand, are~ strongly related to individual 

attributes ·such as education but only marginally to family structure and 

composition..7 Therefore, wage distributions can be studied without making 

reference tg·family characteristics, especially for prime-age males. By doing 

so, we are taking a required first step towards understanding changes in the 

distribution of welfare. 

2.2-MEASURES USED FOR INCOME AND EDUCATION 

Two variables are used in this study: education, E, and a measure 

for wages, II. Labor earnings are standardized for hours worked to proxy 

wages. Specifically, II is defined as the monthly labor income a worker would 

obtain if he worked 48 hours a week, i.e., 

It'= R•48/H 

where R is the monthly labor income he receives from his main Job and His 

the number of hours per week he usually works on this Job. This definition 

7This is particularly true for prime-age males. For certain demographic 
groups like women, though, wages and family structure may be closely linked. 
For instance, labor market experience of women is known to depend strongly on 
their marital status, age of marriage, and number of children. Hence, to the 
extent that experience is an important determinant of wages, wages and family 
structure will be closely related for women. 
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assumes that the average and marginal wages are identical. Since certain 

individuals working 20 hours or less per week are unlikely to satisfy this 

assumption, they were eliminated from the analysis8 . 

With respect to education, the population is segmented into fl ve 

categories according to the number of completed years 0£ schooling: (a) none, 

(b) 1 to 4 years, Cc) 5 to 8 years, (d) 9 to 11 years, and Ce) more than 11 

years. 

2.3-THE UNIVERSE OF ANALYSIS 

This study ls based on ten. Brazlllan Annual Household Surveys 

(PNADs) covering the period fr~m 1976 to 19869• We limit the analysis to the 

nine largest Brazilian metropolitan areas. From North to South they are: 

Bel6m, Fortaleza, Reci£e, Salvador, Belo Horizonte, Rio de Janeiro, 51.o 

Paulo, Curitiba, and Porto Alegre. 

Since wages have several determinants besides education (like 

gender and age) and education is the only determinant considered in this 

paper we restrict our analysis to~ 25 to SO years old to reduce the bias 

due to omitted variables. 

In these surveys, as in most surveys, _wages are recorded for 

employed persons only. Hence, the universe of analysis excludes persons who 

are either out of the labor force or unemployed. We also exclude those 

working twenty hours or less per week in their main occupation. We have also 

10constrained our universe to workers earning positive wages . 

8tess than 1¾ of the observations in the sample were eliminated due to this 
requirement. See a complete description of the sampling screening in Section 
2.3 below. 

/ 

9There are eleven years but only ten surveys. In 1980 the PNAD was not 
conducted to avoid overlap with the 1980 Demographic Census. 
10The reason for considering only workers with positive wages is Thell-L's 
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Taken together, these restrictions generate a universe of analysis 

that is around 7. 5¾ of the Brazilian population 10 years old or more and 

around 25¾ of the labor force in metropolitan Brazil 11 .. -Table 1 describes the 

sample screening. The total sample size is around a quarter of a million. It 

varies, however, from 300 to 6,000 observations depending on the year and the 

metropolitan area considered (Table 2). 

2.4-MEAsURING AND DECOMPOSING INEQUALITY 

2.4~1-0ECOMPOSABLE INEQUALITY MEASURES 

Definition·!.;_ We say that I={IN:N~l} is an inequality measure when for every 

N~l, 

(i) IN is a strictly Schur-convex function from IRN into IR 
12 

++ +' 

(ii) IN(x , ••• ,x.)=O if and only if x =... =x., and 
1 1 

. (111) I is homogeneous of degree zero. 
N 

Let 1N denote the set of al 1 disjoint partitions of { 1, ... , N}. Let 

r'=Cx , ... ,x )EIRN be a vector of outcomes and f•=H> , ... , ~ }E1>N a partition
1 N ++ 1 ID 

13of {1, ... ,N} inta m groups with {X , .•• ,X} being the corresponding
1 ID 

Npartition of .r'. So, X EIR 1 where N is the number of elements in ~ . 
1 ++ 1 l 

inability to handle recipient units with zero wages. In the presence of zero 
wages the geometric mean is zero and Theil-Lis not well-defined. Less than 
0.2¾ of the sample was comprised of zero earners. 
Since the objective is to understand the relationship between the 

distributions of wages and education, we also had to eliminate from our final 
sample all observations without information on labor-income, hours worked, 
and educational attainment. Less than 0.5¾ of the sample was lost due to this 
kind of missing information (Table 1). 
11Metropolitan Brazil is defined as the union of the nine metropolitan areas 
included in this study. 
1'rhis is equivalent to assume that the measure is symmetric and satisfies the 
Da.lton-Pigou principle of transfers. See Dasgupta, Sen and Starrett(1973). 
13 · We assume that each group has at least one element, i.e., ~ ~~ for 1=1, ..• ,m.1 
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♦♦ 

-Furthermore. let p •N /N. x be the average outcome in !p , and 
1 1 1 ·. 1 

Let pa(p , ••• ,p ), z-(i , ••. ,i ), and Iw=(Iw , ... ,Iwm). Notice that by
1 8 1 8 1 

14 11
construction there exist funct1ons f p' Ix, and f I such that pafP(P ), 

JI .JI . II .JI 15
xafx(P ,A), and IwafI(P ,A) . 

De:f1nit ion Jl. An inequality measure I is said to be decomposable when for 

every Nit:l •and t'e1R11 
, there exists a function HI such that for every 

partition P11e1>11 

I Ci')• H (f (P11 ),f (P11,t'),f (P11,x')) • H (p,x,Iw). lS 
N I p x I I 

Note that while the number or arguments in I is N, HI has only 3m arguments.
11 

Hence, as long as m is much smaller than N, H · leads to a considerable 
1 

reduction in the dimension of the empirical analysis. As emphasized by 

Fields( 1979) and Kanbur( 1988) decomposable inequality measures are a 

fundamental analytical tool to study the relationship between wage inequality 

14Formal ly, 
CD . 

11U (~xlR ). 
11•1 -

the domain of I 
p 

is 
CD 

U ~ 
11=1 

and the domain of fx and fI is 

15 · Actually, a stronger result holds: -x 
1 

and Iw 
1 

are functions of 1)
1 

and X 
1 

only. 
16

Form:lly. the domain of HI is given by 

kvl [O,l)k X IR:+ X ~(I)k, 

where ~( I) is the range or I. HI is the "aggregator" function. 
/ 

Shorrocks(l984) proves that any continuous and decomposable measure can be 
written as a continuous and strictly increasing function of a member of the 
Generalized Entropy family. 
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and its determinants. 

Next, define r =x /xb for a given b, l$b:sm, and all i=l, ... ,m. Let 
1 1 

r=(r , ... ,r ). It follows from the homogeneity property of' I (condition (iii)
1 • . 

in Definition 1) that for all decomposable inequality measures 

So, all decomposable inequality measures can be alternatively written as 

functions er·Cp,r,Iw). We refer tor as the relative average wages within 

groups. 

2.4.2-THEIL-L 

Throughout this paper we use Theil's(1967) second measure to assess 

inequality. This measure, L, is defined as the logarithm of the ratio between 

17the arithmetic and geometric means , i.e., 

N 

- ; "L ln(x1 ). 

1=1 

It can be easily shown that L is, in fact, an inequality measure, 

i.e., it satisfies conditions (i) through (iii) of Definition 1 (see 

Anand(1983,App.A)). Moreover, Lis transfer sensitive as defined by Shorrocks 

and Foster(1987). This means that L is more sensitive to transfers among 

individuals in the left tail (i.e. among the poor) than among those in the 

right tail 18. Theil's second measure, L, is also decomposable. As a function 

17For Log-Normal.distributions, it equals to one half of the variance of' the 
logarithms.
18 .· 

See Barros and Ra.mos(1989) f'or a comparative analysis of' the properties of' 
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or (p,r,Iw) it can be written as 

H (p,r,Iw) • ln(por) - pos + poiw
L 

where o denotes inner product and 

s • (ln(r
1
), ••. ,ln(r

• 
)). 

2.4.3-'FHE: CONTRIBUTION OF EDUCATION TO THE INEQUALITY IN WAGES 

•We define the contribution of education to the overall inequality 

in wages as the percentage reduction in inequality that would occur if by 

proportional transfers from better educated to less educated workers the 

average wages within all educational groups were equalized, but the 

inequality within groups were preserved. Formally, let -:,cf be a vector of' 

H wages and IP ={ 1) • •.• • 1> } a partition or { 1, •.. , N} in m educational 
1 • 

categories. Construct a new vector of wages t'=Cz •...• z) from -:,cf as follows 
. 1 N 

x•x 
z = h for all he~. i=l, ... ,m, 

h l 

where x=pox is the overall mean. Note that z1' is a redistribution of the same 

total as in tt. This redistribution process has two properties: (1) it 

preserves the inequality within groups, i.e., 

this inequality measure with those in the · Atkinson( 1970) and Generalized 
Entropy (Shorrocks(1980)) families. 

10 



- -but (ii) eliminates all the inequality between groups, since z =x for all 
1 

1=1, ... ,m. This implies that for z" all relative average wages are equal to 

one, Le., f (IPH,z")=eE(l, ••• , 1). Hence, the inequality associated with z" -· 
r 

when a decomposable inequality measure, I, is used - is given by 

Therefore, • 

is a measure of the contribution of education to the wage inequality similar 

to the R2 commonly used in log-wage regressions. When the inequality measure 

is the Theil-L, the expression for AL simplifies to 

A = 1 - polw/l
L 

where 

I. = ln(por)-pos+polw. 

2.4.4-DIRECT EFFECTS OF MARGINAL EDUCATIONAL EXPANSIONS 

The direct marginal effect, on the inequality in wages, of 

expanding education at level 1, ■1 , is defined as the percentage change in 

inequality that would occur if 1¾ of the overall population currently at 

educational level 1-1, were transferred to the 
\ 

educational level 1. The 

relative average wage and the wage inequality within educational categories 

11 



19 are assumed to remain constant . Formally, for a decomposable measure I, this 

amounts to computing 

88 88 
ID • ~•{ - } for all 1=2, ...• m.8 8l n pl pl-1 

For the The11-L, will be given by■1 

•where 

Ax = X -X for x=r, s, Iw,
1 l 1-1 

-r = por, 

and as before 

t. =- ln{por)-pos+poiw. 

In general, m can be positive or negative. Nonetheless, we now 
l 

. demonstrate that if the wage lnequall ty wl thin groups were the same for all 

groups and_ the transfer occur between educational groups with average wages 

below the overall average then educational expansion reduces inequality in 

wages. The opposite result holds for transfers between educational groups 

with average wages above the overall average. 

Proposition 1L. (i) If Aiw =0 and 
1 

r :s 
1-1 

r :s
l 

r then ID :sO;
1

-( 11) If Aiw =0 and 
1 

r :s r :s 
1-1 

r 
l 

then ID i!:O;
l 

19 . 
Notice that we are assuming that relative not absolute average wages remain 

constant. If different types of labor are perfect substitutes, a movement of 
workers from category 1-1 to category 1 would increase the economy 
total endowment of labor measured in efficient uni ts. This ls expected to 
decrease absolute wages but since different types of labor are perfect 
substitutes their relative wages would remain.constant. 
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.' 

Proof: By the concayity of the logarithmic function 

ln[ ;•] nn[ ;i] + :J•{;' - ;J} 
So, as long as r sr sr - we obtain 

l J 

ln[-f] ~ ln[-?] + {i --?} 
Hence, if r s r s r 

l-1 l 

Ar s r.As. 
l · l 

This fact together with Aiw =O immediately implies that ■1 sO. Part Ui) of 
1

• 
the propo~ition is proved analogously. 

2.4.5-DECOMPOSING REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN WAGE INEQUALITY 

When using decomposable inequality measures the overall inequality 

can be obtained uniquely from (p,r, Iw). Hence, regional differences in 

inequality can be to regional differences in the triple (p,r,Iw). In 

this section we describe a procedure to decompose variations in the overall 

inequality into components due to variations in p, r, and Iw. Let, a be the 

number of areas in the study20 and 

!I = { I 1
, .•• , 14} 

where 

I 9 9• H (p9 r Iw9
) for 9=1, ... ,aI • • 

9 9and p ,r , and Iw9 are, respecti_vely, the distribution of education, the 

relative average wages within groups, and the inequality in wages within 

groups in region 9. We measure regional differences in inequality by the 

20In this study a=9. 
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' . 
standard deviation, v. Let b, lsbsa be a region c~osen as standard. Define 

for g=l, ... , a 

for g=l, •.. , a . 

.....Jand 
1 . 4.

1p • {Ip , .•.• Ip , __ 

As a measure of the contribution of variations in the distribution of 

education we use 

I 
Cp = {v(1) - v(1p)}/v(1). 

\ 
.--

) 

'\ --. 
' ., ,

I 
,., ~-, 

i., 

\. ·.; 
l 

)r:i :. ) L { 

j 

We refer to Cp as the composition effect. Similarly, as a measure of the 

usecontribution of variations in relative average wages within groups we 

Cr= {v(1p) - v(1r)}/~(1). 

We refer to Cr as the compression effect. Finally, as a measure of the 

usecontribution of variations in wage inequality within groups we 

Ciw = v(1r)/v(1). 

. / g b 
By construction, (1) Cp+Cr+Civ-=1, (11) Cp=O if p =p for all g=l, ... ,a, (11). 

Cr=O if r 9=rb for all g=l, ... ,a, and (iv) Ciw=O if Iw9=Iwb for all g=l, ... ,a. 
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3-INEQUALITY IN WAGES IN METROPOLITAN BRAZIL: BASIC f'ACTS 

The level ·and regional variations in wage inequality for 

metropoli ta.i:i Brazil are presented in Table 3 and Figures 1 and 2. Based on· 

this information two empirical regularities can be readily identified. 

First, Figure 2 reveals that wage inequality is much higher in 
I 

labor markets located in the poorer and less-developed North and Northeast 

areas (Salvador, Belo Horizonte, de Janeiro) 

regions (Fortaleza, Recife and ~lem) _than in labor markets located in the 

more developed South (Si.o Paulo, Curitiba and Porto Alegre). The remaining. 

and Rio lie between these two 

groups in all respects. They have intermediate levels of income, development, 

and inequality21 . Hence, at least in metropolitan Brazil, inequality seems to 

be inversely related to the level of income and development22. This ranking of 

Brazilian metropolitan areas by levels of wage inequality is essentially 

identical to the one obtained by -Lodder( 1976, Table II. 4). Salvador is an 

exception. In our study this area belongs to the intermediated group 

(Salvador, Belo Horizonte, and Rio de Janeiro), whereas in Lodder( 1976) 

Salvador is the area with the highest level of inequality23. 

Secondly, Figure 3 shows significant reductions in regional 

21They are also geographically located between the other two groups. 
22These results are very robust to the choice of inequality measure. The 
exception is the relative rank improvement of Belem when the coefficient of 
variation is used. See Tables Al.1, Al.2, and Al.3 in Appendix. · 
23Lodder study is based on the 1970 Demographic Census. Using the Gini 
coefficient, Lodder(1976) and our results can be compared as follows: 

Belo Rio de Si.o Porto 
Study Belem Fortaleza Recife Salvador Hori zonet Janei ro Pau1o Curitiba Alegre 

Ladder .56 .59 .58 .59 .55 .54 .54 .51 .52 
.52This .56 .59 .58 .55 .55 .54 .50 .51 

Sources: Lodder(1976,Table II.4) and Table A.2 in appendix. 
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differences in inequality up to 1978. From 1978 to 1984 this trend has been 

rather slow. In 1985 regional differences in inequality undergo a sharp 

increase. It is unknown however which fraction of these changes does not only 

indicate changes in the quality of the data over time. In the 1970s, the 

sample was much more concentrated in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo than after 

1981. Table 2 shows that, for 1976, 68.7¾ of the sample comes from these two 

metropolitan areas whereas from 1981 on these two areas account for less than 

36¾ of the sample. Since a poorly balanced sample would increase the variance 

of the est-imators across metropolitan areas, it is likely that part of the 

variations · in regional differences in inequality reported in Table 3 only 

reflect changes in the sampling scheme. Note, however, that in 1978 the 

sample is more balanced than in 1979 but the regional differences in 

inequality are larger in 1978. 

In section 6 we investigate the extent to which these two empirical 

regularities can be explained by concomitant regional variations in the 

distribution of education, p, and the relative average wages within 

educational categories, r. Before addressing this question, however, we 

estimate the overall contribution of education (Section 4) and the direct 

impact of marginal changes in the distribution of education (Section 5) upon 

the level of the inequality in wages. 

4-THE CoNTRIBUTION Of' EoucATION TO OVERALL WAGE INEQUALITY 

The existence of a close relationship between wages and education 

in developing countries is a well established empirical regularity. Numerous 

studies conducted in several of these countries have identified education as 

being the most important determinant of income inequality. (See, for 

instance, FieldsC1980, table 4.9) and Altimir and Pinera(1977)). In Brazil 
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this close relationship between education and income inequality has been 

confirmed in numerous studies following upon the research of Fishlow( 1972) 

and Langoni(1973). Examples are Velloso(1975), Senna(1976), Castello 

Branco ( 1979). Medeiros (1982). Ferreira da Silva( 1987). and Lam and 

Levison(1987,1989). 

The relationship between education and wage inequality
\ 

is stronger 

in developing than in developed countries. This fact is due to two factors. 

First, wage differentials by educational level are much greater in developing 

than in fieveloped countries (Psacharopoulos(1981, 1985)) and secondly, 

education is itself much more une~lly distributed in developing countries 

(see, for example, Lam and Levison(1987) comparison between Brazil and United 

States). 

In this section we verify whether in our universe of analysis 

education has the same large explanatory power as found in other studies. To 

estimate the contribution of education to overall wage inequality we use the 

procedure described in Section 2.4.3. The results can be found in Table 4. 

Table 4 reveals that, holding constant the distribution of education and the 

wage inequality within educational categories, the overall wage inequality 

would be reduced by almost 50¾ if differences in average wages across 

educational categories were eliminated. 

The contribution of education to wage inequality does vary 

considerably across areas. It tends to be positively correlated with the 

level of wage inequality and negatively correlated with the level of 

development. It is higher in the least developed metropolitan areas located 

in the Northeast (Fortaleza and Recife), precisely where inequality is the 

greatest. In Sao Paulo, Curitiba, and Porto Alegre where wage inequality is 

smaller, the contribution of education to inequality is also smaller. Bel6m 
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ls an exception~ This area has the third highest level of inequality among 

all areas analyzed in this study but the smallest contribution of education 

to inequality. 

That education can explain almost 50¾ of the inequality in wages in 

metropolitan Brazil is certainly an astonishing result. This resul~ holds up 

when other measures of inequality are used. Table A2, in the appendix, 

reveals that very similar results are also obtained using Theil's(1967) first 

inequality · measure 24 . Moreover, similar results are obtained by fitting "human 

capital• l~-wage equations (Velloso( 1975) obtains R
2=. 50; Senna( 1976, Table 

1) obtains· R2=-. 34; Castello Branco (1979, Table 9) obtains R2 =. 39 and R2=. 40: 

2
Medeiros(1982,Table 4.2) obtains R =. 45; Ferreira da S1lva(1987, Table 

4.1,Regression 2) obtains R2=.38; and Lam and Levison(1989,Table 2) obtains 

2
R varying from . 37 to . 48 depending on the age group ls considered)25. 

5-0IRECT EFFECTS OF' MARGINAL EoucATIONAL EXPANSION 

Educational expansion can have very different direct impacts on 

wage inequality depending on its nature. For instance, if wage inequality 

24-
--rhis measure is also decomposable. In this case 6T can be obtain via 

6T= 1 - poTw/t, 

where t denotes the overall Theil and Tw is the vector with the Theils within 
educational categories. (see Anand(1983)). 
25Velloso uses the 1970 Demographic Census. His regressions include age and 
months worked. Education accounts for almost 80¾ of the explained 
log-variance. 
·Senna uses data from the "2/3 Law" for 1970. This data covers only the 
formal sector. 
Castello Branco also uses data from the "2/3 law", but for 1969 and 1973. 

His regression includes experience in the labor market. 
Medeiros' s wage equation includes experience in the labor market and a 

migration dUJ9111Y. Education accounts for more than 80¾ of the explained 
variance. He uses the 1973 PNAD. 
Ferreira da Silva uses information from RAIS-1977. His regression includes 

experience in the labor market and tenure. 
Lam and Levison's results are based on PNAD-1985. 
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within groups does not vary too much by educational level, an expansion at 

the primary education level would leads to ~ inequality whereas an 

would lead to ~ inequality. (Seeexpansion at the college level 

Proposition 1 in Section 2.4.4). 

In this section we estimate the direct impact on wage inequality of 

marginal educational expansions at different educational levels. Using the 
I 

procedure described in Section 2.4.4, we estimate for each educational level 

by how much, in percentage terms, inequality would increase if 1¾ of the 

overall J>C?l>Ulation currently at educational level 1-1 were transferred to 

educatlona:l level i. The results are reported in Tables Sa-d and summarized 

in Figure 3. 26 

Figure ·3 clearly demonstrates that the contribution of an 

educational expansion to reduce wage inequality ls monotonically decreasing 

with the education level at which the expansion occurred. If we take 1¾ of 

the overall population from those currently without 'any formal schooling and 

permit them to pursue basic primary education ( 1 to 4 years of schooling). 

.. if we take thewage inequality will be reduced by 0.3¾. On the other hand, 

same number of workers ( 1. e.. 1¾ of the overall population) among those 

currently with high-school education and permit them to pursue college 

education, wage inequality will increase by 1.4¾. Hence, as far as wage 

inequality is concerned, priority should be placed at primary education. 

Langoni(1973a,Table 4.4) performed related simulations and.obtained 

similar results. For instance, he found that .while the large reduction (9¾) 

27 led to. an increase inin illiterates in the labor force during the 1960s 

26
.As in all other sections, the estimation is done for each year and 

metropolitan area separately. Figure 3 presents unweighted averages across 

all years and metropolitan areas.
27 ·

The proportion of illiterates felt from 39¾ in 1960 to 30¾ in 1970. 
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income inequality of 1.3¾, the small increase Cl¾) in the fraction wHh 

college education28 • during this same period, led to _an increase in inequality 

of 4.4¾. 

We should remember, however, that we are only discussing the direct· 

effect of an educational expansion. Hence, if an expansion in college 

education were to lead to a large reduction in wages of college educated 

workers relative to the wages of less educated workers, it is possible that 

this expansion in college education may lead, in the end, to an overall 

reduction 1B wage inequality. 

6-0ECOMPOSING REGIONAL OIFF'ERENCES IN INEQUALITY: COMPOSITION ANO COMPRESSION 

EFFECTS 

In sect ion 3 we demonstrated the existence of large regional 

in inequality and the lack of a definitive tendency for thesedifferences 
-, 

regional differences to disappear over time. It remains to be investigated to 

what extent these regional differences in inequality can be explained by 

concomitant regional differences in (i) the distribution of education, (11) 

the relative average wages within groups, and (iii) the wage inequality 

within groups. 

In this section, we accomplish this goal by estimating for all 

years from 1976 to 1986 the composition and t~e compression effects using the 

procedure introduced in section 2. 4. 5. This involves a two-step simulation 

procedure. First, we standardize the distribution of education, p, and so 

estimate to what extent regional differences in inequality can be directly 

explained by differences in the distribution of education; the so-called 

of the Brazi 1ian labor force with complete or incompleteThe proportion 
college education increased from 1.4% in 1960 to 2.5¾ in 1970. 
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composition eff_ect. Secondly, we standardize the relative average wages 

within groups, r, to estimate the indirect effect that changes in .the 

distribution of education may have upon wage inequality through their impact 

on average wage differentials across educational levels; the so-called 

compression effect. 

Table 6 and Figure 4 present our estimates for the composition and 
I 

compression effects. For each year, ~he distribution of education and the 

relative average wages within groups for filg_ de Janeiro were used as the 

standard29.• 

6.1-COMPC>SITION EFFECTS 

Table 6 and Figure 4 demonstrate that standardizing the 

distribution of education increases rather than reduces regional differences 

ain wage inequality. Therefore, it is not correct to say, for example, that 

reason for smaller wage inequality in the South and Southeast metropolitan 

areas than in the North and Northeast areas is simply a better distribution 

of education in the South and Southeast areas. In fact, when the distribution 

of education is standardized the wage inequality in the North and Northeast 

metropolitan areas increases whereas in the South and Southeast areas the 

inequality actually decreases, see Table A.6.1 in the Appendix. 

6.2-COMPRESSION EFFECTS 

The results for the compression effect in Table 6 an:d Figure 4. 

demonstrate that regional differences in relative average wages within 

educational categories explain more than 50¾ of the regional differences in 

wage inequality. Hence, South and Southeast metropo11tan areas have lower 

29Notice that the standardization is done year by year. For each year, the 
parameters for Rio de Janeiro for that particular year are used as the 
standard. Rio de Janeiro was chosen as the reference because it is the 
metropolitan area with the better educated labor force (Tables A.3.1 to A.3.5 
in the Appendix). 
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wage inequality as compared to North and Northeast areas not because of their 

higher levels of education or because of a better distribution of education 

per se. The higher wage inequality in the North and Northeast areas is due to 

a steeper relationship between wage and education, which may certainly be ·a 

consequence of a supply shortage of well-educated workers in these areas. 

7-CONCLUSIONS 

. This paper analyzes the evolution of the relationship between 

education and wage inequality in metropolitan Brazil from 1976 to 1986. The. . 

study is based on data from ten Brazil lan Annual Household Surveys (PNADs) 

which are available for the period 1976-1986. The universe of analysis was 

limited to occupied prime-age males. The inequality used was !hell's second 

measure which is analytically convenient to study the determinants of 

lnequall ty. 

It was shown that education can explain almost 50¾ of the wage 

inequality in metropolitan Brazil. This explanatory power ls decreasing over 

time and varies considerably across regions. It tends to be larger in the 

pc,or metropolitan regions in the Northeast. 

From 1976 to 1985 the wage differentials by educational groups were 

large and stable. Since this was not a period of fast growth, the evidence of 

large and stable wage differentials is an evidence against Langoni's 

hypothesis that Brazilian large wage differentials were due to a very fast 

growth of the demand for high-skilled labor that would be reduce when this 

growth slows down. It is important though to observe that despite large wage 

differentials the average level of education remains stable over the decade. 

Large differences in wage inequality are observed across 

metropoll tan regions. The inequall ty being higher in the poor Northeast 

metropolitan regions. A decomposition analysis reveals that a large portion 
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of these differences can be explained by concomitant differences in 

education. The regions with more inequality are also those with lower levels 

of education and larger wage differences among educational.groups. 

To identify whether the large regional differences in inequality · 

were directly associated to differences in educational levels or to 

differences in the steepness of the wage-education profiles some simulations 
I 

were conducted. The results indicates that regional differences in the 

distribution of education are not able to explain much of the differences in 

wage-inequarity. As a matter of fact the differences in wage-inequality are· 

intrinsical iy associated to differences in the steepness of the 

wage-education profiles. It has been shown that wage inequality is much 

smaller in the South-Southeast metropolitan regions than in the Northeast 

metropolitan regions not because South and Southeast regions have higher or 

better distributed levels of education, but because (perhaps as a consequence 

of a better distribution of education) _the wage-education profile is less 

steeper in these regions than in Northeast regions. Therefore a profound 

understanding of the relationship between the steepness of the wage-education 

profile and the distribution of education is essential to the design of 

educational policies with redistributive goals. A study of this relationship 

is certainly a important topic for further research. 
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Table 1 

Sample Screenlng 

Additional Sample Harginal Percentage 
Constralnt Slze Reductlon 

Hales 1,688,541 

.Metropolitan Area 582,976 65.5 

25 :s Age :s 50 250,621 57.0 

Economically Actlve 236,925 5.5 

Known Education 2_36,088 0.4 

Occupled 228,767 3.1 

Known Income 227,611 o.s 
Positive Income 227,240 0.2 

Known Hours 226,917 0.1 

Hours> 20 225,610 0.6 

. / 
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TABLE 2 
SAffl'LE SIZE 

•••;•••••==:~,=~==••••••••••••••z•••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••...•••••••=•••• 
NETIH!FOLJlMI ~EGION 1?76 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19B6 TOTAL 
•••~••••••••=•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••n••••••••••m•••••n••••••••••n•••••••••••=•• 
BELEN 7~4 886 1829 1068 1794 2010 1917 2178 2313 1236 16~5 
F'OUALEZA 337 5i6 1153 483 1733 1905 1955 2055 2116 1149 u,e2
RECIFE 651 2066 2105 785 2268 2425 2419 2440 2494 1247 1no~ 
SilU'ADOR 503 793 1568 623 2018 1955 2009 2405 2496 1213 155Bl 
BELO HORIZOHTE 1041 2413 2376 1496 3261 3551 3498 1756 3857 2037 212e,·
RIO IE JANERIO 5346 5667 5819 5796 4344 4499 4491 . un 4634 2lU 47409 .,
SAO f·~ULO 4273 5029 5214 5205 4572 4890 4887 5235 5265 2758 47321 
CUF.ltJBA 328 401 1188 528 2048 2156 2328 ll90. 1926 2022 14115.fORTD ALESRE 768 2260 ,so2461 lHI 3470 3461 3114 3604 1831 25452 
=•==••·····••=•========•••==••···········•-•=••···-······---···--.........................................TOT~L 14091 20lll 23715 16934 25077 26753 26729 28181 29107 15002 225610 
············••=•=••==•=••······································--·.................................................... 

TABLE 3 
IHCOHE IHE8UAUTY 

THEIL-L ,........ - --= --7.....------=-=-=---r-===--~-===--=--====---- ==-===-== 
IIETROPOLITAN REGION 1976 1,n 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 19BS 1986 tlE.AN STD 
===--==== ========--- ---------- ---=------=-,.,..- --=====--==--===- - m --========== 

• BELEN t.661 t.651 t.516 t.546 t.464 t.514 t.482 t.497 t.544 t.5t5 t.537 t.t64 
FORJM.EZA t.573 t.S92 t.593 t.S65 t.59S t.53S t.551 t.558 t.632 t.624 t.S82 t.t3t 
IECJF£ t.589 t.622 t.631 t.S41 t.518, t.522 t.534 t.539 t.619 t.539 t.564 t.941 
SALVADOR t.646 t.446 t.489 t.476 e.,ae t.St7 t.557 t.545 e.s46 t.563 t.526 t.tSS 
BELO HORIZONTE t.598 t.511 t.464 t.482 t.47t t.482 t.529 t.527 t.535 t.596 t.519 t.t46 
IIO OE JANEIRO t.573 t.S3t t.483 t.513 t.478 t.476 t.492 t.596 t.549 t.515 t.su t.t3t 
SAO PAULO t.455 t.419 t.432 t.495 t.389 t.387 t.411 t.444 t.431 t.44t t.421 ••,22 
CURITIBA t.398 t.447 t.473 t.453 t.414 t.448 t.436 t.47t t.478. t.479 t.4St t.t26 
PORTO ALE~E t.488 t.433 t.472 t.455 t.423 t.451 t.454 t.479 t.514 t.46t. t.463 t.e2s 
==--=- -= 11 -·-==- -==-----=-=-------- ~=== =======--= 
11AM t.553 t.517 t.5t6 t.493 t.471 t.479 t.494 t.517 t.538 t.525 t.ses t.t25 
STO t.t83 t.t83 t.t61 t.t49 t.tsa t.t43 t.tse t.t36 t.t57 t.t58 t.tst 

rm= ,--==• -=-=-=== -- m-====•c:: -=====-= --=---=-== ----========-==========-•= 

/ 
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TABLE 4 
CONTRIBUTION OF EDUCATION 
TO OVERALL WAGE INEQUALITY 

<THEIL-L> 
-,---- •=-• •====~ ===-============ = -----====--- =--

NETROPOlITAH REGION 1976 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 198S 1986 ltEAN STO 
:-,, r;ee:::_. •=• =~ =- •=• =-·---== 
BELEN ---- 41.6 41.t 41.1 38.t 41.t 42.2 37.3 36.S 39.5 37.t 39.2 1.8 
FORTALEZA • 52.6 5t.6 44.2 52.t 52.4 55.6 53.t 54.9 54.3 St.2 52.1 3.1 

51.4 48.6 56.4 51.2 53.9 48.4 51.1 51.9. 2.6RECIFE 54.1 54.6 51.3 
SALVADOR 57.4 44.7 42.9 4t.8 47.9 51.4 48.5 53.8 48.4 43.7 47.9 4.9 

51.2 51.7 51.2 46.9 45.B 45.7 47.2 7.4BELO HOtIZONTE 26.1 51.8 51.6 St.9 
RIO OE JANEIRO ~•-8 47.8 47.t 48.1 51.l 52.S 48.2 47.6 48.2 46.l 47.7 2.9 
SAO PAULO 47.9 43.9 47.2 46.7 44.9 4S.3 43.2 45.8 46.t 42.8 45.4 · l.6 
CURITIBA 46.2 58.5 44.t 45.4 45.6 47.5 46.5 47.4 42.8 36.2 46.t S.2 
PORTO ALEGRE 37.9 44.t 44.l St.7 47.8 47.7 47.2 43.t 46.S 39.2 44.8 3.8 

= -- ---=:•-- ---- -· ....---~-======----- .===--=======----=- -- == =-•·======= ---
45.7 47.t 47.8 59.t 47.4 47.8 46.7 43.4 46.9 1.8HEAN 44.8 48.4 

STD 9.1 5.6 3.4 ·4.6 3.4 4.4 4.S S.6 3.9 4.9 3.6 
-----=== -- ----=======--==================--====--==========---==--===--=--=-----=-==-------------
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TABLE :-
THE DIRECT EFFECT OF AflARGINAL EXPANSION IN 

PHHARY EDUCATION< 1 TO 4 YEARS OF SCHOOLING>
<m2> 

t g---====--===--- -------== --= r 1 --= == : ===".=
=====~==--=---=======-===-=---

1984 1985 1986 HEAN STD
IIETIOPOLITAN REGION 1976 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 

== == ========
-=• ----=== ==-==--=========------====-=--

t.t62-t.193 -t.279 -t.t75 -t.l18 -t.175 -t.t4S -t.138 -t.142
BELEH -t.191 -t.178 -t.141 

-t.212 -t.235 -t.184 --~296 -1.278. -t.2t9 . 1.979
FORTALEZA -t.171 -t.332 -1.221 -t.878 -1.279 

-t.237 -1.289 -1.215 -t.271 t.t43
-t.219 -1.319 -t.217 -t.334 -t.279 -t.313 -1.295RECIFE -t.229 -t.274 t.139

I.HS -t.319 -t.166 -t.277 -t.371 -t.254 -t.224 -1.351·SALVADOR -t.557 -t.413 t.ue-t.427 -t.33f -t.47S -t.439 -t.489 -t.498 -t.437 -t.349
lElO HORIZONTE -t.194 -t.St6 

-1.211 -t.378 -t.256 -t.343 -t.348 -t.364 -t.239 -t.311 t.tS8
110 DE JANEIRO -t.351 -t.248 -t.275 
SAO PAULO -t.488 -1.441 -t.458 -t.Sll -t.488 -t.431 -t.442 -t.526 -1.497 -t.St6 -t.479 t.t32 

-t.537 -t.424 -t.296 -t.487 t.134
CURITIBA ·-t.836 -t.523 -1.468 -1.386 -t.466 -t.514 -1.428 

-t.311 t.166
PORTO ALEGRE ·-t.263 -t.265 -t.263 -t.244 -t.322 -t.346 -t.238 -t.362 -t.454 -t.357

-==-=-==-- - ---=====----==-=====.--=-=--==·.: ·-====----==-----=-== ---- ===--:-----==-========
-1.262 · -t.3:i9 -t.324 -t.316 -t.343 -t.341 · -t.289 -t.321 l.t27

lt£AJf -1.341 -t.312 -t.31t
t.233 1.158 t.Ut t.134 t.189 t.124 t.113 t.139 1.134 ...,, t.ue

STD -=---=-=-=-=-=--------------===----=-------------=----- --==-----==----=--

TABLE Sb
THE DIRECT EFFECT OF AMARGINAL EXPANSION IN 

SECONDARY EDUCATION ( S TO 8 YEARS OF SCHOOLING> 
(m3 ) 

-=--=====--===-===-=-==
=-===--================--==-=:..-=--==--=--===-:,:---- ------------- -c.:::::..-==--------

1984 1986 "EAN
1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1985 STD

METROPOLITAN REGION 1976 -----==::==----- -- =-==
====---====--------=======--=- -- - -- -----------==--==---

-t.186 -t.184 I.let -t.282 -t.186 -t.159 e.e1e
-t.195 -t.247 -t.138 -t.237 -t.184

- &ELEK 
-I.US -t.392 -t.193 -t.158 -1.221 -t.178 -t.159 -t.191 -1.143 -1.192 1.953

FORTALEZA -t.269 
-1.162 -e.121 -t.124 -t.972 -8.134 -t.194 _,_144 -1.221 -t.147 e.t67

RECIFE -1.268 -1.131 
-t.163 -t.288 -t.273 -t.291 -t.284 -t.212 -l.23t -t.271 l.tSB

SALVADOR -t.385 -t.324 -t.256 
-t.2.47 -t.233 -t.225 -t.223 -1.293 -t.177 t.992

t.tt4 -t.112 -t.192 -1.282 -t.1S78£1.0 HORCZONTE -t.271 -t.329 -t.279 -t.257 -t.241 1.954
-1.177 -t.194 -t.173 -t.171 -t.277 -l.3t3

110 DE JANEIRO -9.171 -1.236 -t.169 e.ts4
-t.143 -t.239 -t.183 -t.188 -1.139 -t.214

SAO PAULO -t.t43 -t.139 
-t.389 -t.t8t -t.185 -t.168 --t.297 -t.128 -t.397 -t.261 1.117

CURITIBA -t.383 -1.264 -t.396 -t.235 t.967
PORTO ALEGRE -t.994 -t.272 -t.264 -t.363 -t.259 -t.165 -t.2.i~ -t.21t -t.254 -t.24S 

er:: T53.. --===--====-- - . =· ·= 7 ======-=--,;.___----==-:r--:======,
=•=====-== 

-t.189 -t.225 -t.239 -t.169 -t.294 -t.214 -t.211 -t.2tt -t.23S -t.216 ••,21
= 

flEAH -t.191 t.166 t.144t.t86 •••86 t.t64 t.153 t.eas 1.144
STD t.134 •••92 t.181 ===----===
-===- - =--=-=--==- ===-- ------------ -=-=-----=-- -- --=----=-= 

( 

' 
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TABLE Sc 
THE DIRECT EFFECT OF AMARGINAL EXPANSION IN 

Hl6H SCHOOL EDUCATION < 9 TO U YEARS ~ SCHOOUM& > 
(1114) ------

1986
HmOPOl.ITAN REGION 1976 1'117 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

t.t18 t.2St t.192 t.963 -t.t73 -t.Hi
BEl.EJI t.263 -t.158 -t.t35 -t.t27

t.382 t.469 t.478 t.6t3 t.317 t.3t4 t.318 t.111 t.23t -t.961FOITAL£ZA -t.t54
RECIFE t.18t t.331 t.651 t.359 -t.t32 t.128 t.244 t.12t 1.153 

SALVAOOR -t.125 t.482 t.156 -t.113 -t.111 t.154 1.122 -t.ffl l.t28 -1.121 
t.351 t.t85 t.t97 t.t73 t.m t.t5t -t.t2t -t.165

BELO HOl1ZOHTE -t.357 -t.183 
-t.H2 t.159 I.Mt -t.t42 -t.t47 -t.146

110 DE JANEIIO t.122 t.2t8 1.212 t.1t3 
SAO PMI.O -t.HS t.4f8 t.215 t.248 t.352 t.t42 t.15t t.132 -t.H2 -t.t74

-t.1t2 t.217
CURITIBA ◄.134 -t.157 t.2t7 t.142 t.211 -t.Mt t.194 -t.881 

t.198 t.114 t.125 t.122 -t.eff -t.184 ......7 t."8 t.169
PORTO ALEGRE ·-t.341 

t.1t7 t.118 t.127 t.at9 -t.115
-t.t13 t.189 t.251 t.17t t.1t8MEAN 
t.241 t.246 t.215 t.193 t.147 I.tea t.1°14 1.ea1 t.111 t.118

STD 
==== = - =-=-= -

TABLESd 
TI£ DIRECT EFFECT OF AKARGINAI. EXPANS ION IN 

COU£6E EDUCATION< HORE THAH 11 YEARS OF SCHOOLING>
ms>- -- - ----

1976 1977 
-

1978
---

1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 198&
METROPOUTAN REGION
-====== --====-= -::- -

1.29t 1.2621.215 · 1.774 1.361 1.713 t.924 t.933 1.274
Ba.at t.711 

1.169 1.722 2.12• 1.763 1.7'0 1.782 2.157
FORTALEZA 2.138 1.512 1.112 

2.t1t 2.385 2.174 1.945 1.946 2.31t
RECIFE 1.542 1.517 1.284 1.714 

1.483 1.718 1.62t 1.276 1.355
· SALVADOR i.639 2.691 2.192 1.er..2 1.559 

1.532 1.227 1.345 1.583
BELO HORIZONTE l".967 1.927 1.712 1.741 1.747 1.761 

1.398 1.3261.9t2 1.554 1.633 1.716 1.531 1.29t 1.463
RIO DE JAHElRO 1.722 

1.236 1.535 1.181 1.396 1.426 1.676
SAO PAILO 1.82t 1.354 ·1.s11 1.639 

1.379 1.168 1.ett 1.322 t.977 1.425 1.ee2 1.151 t.992 t.575
CURITIBA t.945 1.121 . t.853
PORTO ALEGI£ t.863 1.129 1.113 1.231 1.233 1.294 1.'04 

KEAN 1.418 1.611 1.459 1.429 1.545 1.616 1.417 1.416 1.398 1.455 
t.4it t.357 t.292 t.282 t.526

STD t.438 t.474 t.344 t.242 t.3t9 --
•:-:--o;:=- -- --- --

/ 
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t£M STD 

t.t49 t.134
t.312 t.182
t.219 t.196
t.t39 t.178
t.t22 .t.17t
t.Mi i.116
t.147 t.152
t.t36 t.145
t.tlt t.144 

t.t96 t.186
t.198

= =• 

=-
MEAN STD

===-1.244 t.318
1.719 t.344
1.873 t.336
1.647 t.436
1.553 1.278
1.553 1.183
1.478 t.189
1.199 t.237
1.115 t.157 

1.473 t.t76
t.255 



Table 6 

The Composition and Compression Effects 

Year 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979. 
1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

Compos1tlon 

-.108 

-.000 

-.049 

-.224 

-.069 

-.279 

-.200 

-.278 

-.193 

-.172 

Compression 

.253 

.398 

.492 

.469 

.621 

.860 

.800 

.778 

.719 

.690 
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TAILE Al .1 
lNCOIIE llfEIUAllTl 

TIEIL-T 
==--========---==-=-= - =--=-=-•:s~::=::::a:::====-===~=:.a:---==--=n=:.-::::=::s::::u ■----==============-=:::2===:::::s 

l!ETROPOl.JTAII RE6IOII 1976 1'77 1978 1979 1981 1982 1993 1984 1985 1986 IIEAII STD 
::us ■ ms: --=r===========-==-=--=--==-==-----====-=============rm::::::s 
BREII ,.1,1 1.664 

ua 

,.m 1.512 1.553 1.524 ,.565 t.594 ,.m t.579 ,.,sa 
FORTM.EZA 1.659 1.635 1.628'·"' 1,658 t.699 t.593 t.617 ·~618 t.729 t.831 t.667 t.167,.,1,RECIFE t.692 1.761 t.613 t,589 1.658 1.611 t.671 t.641 t.644 t.151'·'" SM.Vt\OOI t.614 ,.s,s t.S3S t.489 t.497 1.547 1.637 ,.s86 t.596 t.621 t.563 ,.,s2 
BELO HOIIZONTE 1.833 1.461 ,.~.. ,.su t.512 t.St4 t.572 t.548 t.561 1.719 t.573 t.1'9 
RIO D£ JANEIRO 1.681 t.69S t.546 ,.m 1.532 t.528 1.524 t.548 t.6tt t.557 t.584 t.m 
SAO FAI.U t.517 t.467 1.484 t.45f t.422 1.426 t.461 t.483 t.466 t.54' t.472 t.137 
CURITIIA 1,416 1.436 t.519 t.514 1.468 I.SH 1,471 t.538 ,,517 t.554 t.493 t.112 
POltO M.EGRE t.S4f t.471 I.SH t.487 t.463 I.SIi 1.s,2 t.521 t.563 t.528 t.511 t.129 
:i::.:::nrs:s.s:mwrmrm••-===---••- ••==-=211=- ·••= -- -,-----:ss:---------------------======---==~~p:r:::-
IIEAN ,.,22 t.559 t.559 t.545 t.521 t.531 t.552 t.556 t.589 t.616 t.565 ,.,32 
srD • t.ll4 t.113 t.182 t.167 ,.,11 t.tSl t.169 ,.,39 ,.,73 t.t6l 
rmmv1 I I WWW ammmumc:a:aw::s:m:::=:--a--z:=~=s:--====rm-======---=====--=rm mm:ta• '·"' 

TABI.E Al. 2 
INCOIIE IHEIUAI.ITY 

GIHI 
=::sm:::n.mmza ■ :z:~=ma-===::mm::m::ss:m: -====~d't==========----..:~=======~J:-::=======rm=-~ 
IIUROl'OI.ITAH IE6l011 1976 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 lfEAM STD 
arm==s=.:a:ma•-mzawzmra~•••==• ::s =-1.~s...~-------=---==.;.;.2_________:=1-------------=~-=------=--=m=ss----• 

t.598 t.546 t.556 t.521 t.542 t.531 t.541 t.559 t.541 t.554 t.126BELEII 
FOllAl.EZA '·'" t.575 t.576 t.57t t.582 ,.ssa t.566 t.567 t.611 t.593 t.576 t.112t.573 

t.549 t.SSl t.554 t.556 t.583 t.569 t.568 t.ttaRECIFE t.577 t.593 t.S99 t.556 
SALVAOOI t.599 t.519 t.532 t.523 t.525 t.S4t t.563 t.556 1.ss9 t.S63 t.547. t.925 
BELO HORIZONTE t.sas t.S45 t.S2l t.53t t.523 t.528 t.549 t.544 ,.sst t.Si8 t.545 ,.m 
RIO D£ JANEIRO ,.s,, t.556 t.531 t.546 t.527 t.527 t.533 t.539 t.S57 t.543 t.543 t.tlS 
SAO PAULO t.517 t.498 ,.s,s t.489 t.479 t.'178 t.491 ,.s11 I.SH t.StS 9.497 t.tt2 
CI.IIITIIA t.485 t.519 t.523 t.513 t.496 t.S16 t.516 t.S18 t.S25 t.527 t.512 t.913 ,.mPORTO ALEGRE t.328 t.516 t.523 t.514 t.SH i.S16 9.516 t.526 t.54t t.516 t.519 
===--====-=====:.a ---~:.r-ss==------==========--:----=~=========•========================:============~--n:=::=~== 
11EAH t.S6f t.543 t.:i4t t.533 t.522 t.528 t.534 t.539 9.553 t.5'17 t.s,, t.Hl 
STD t.138 , •• 37 ,.,21 t.124 t.129 ,.,22 t.125 t.918 t.&28 ,.m t.P25 

---~-=-mr---r.9:'m~==rmurmrn:-s:---=====:-:n--•-----------~--------------.......-------=---==~~----= 

TA8lE At.) 
INCOl!E lHEIUAllTT 

COEFIClEJIT OF VARIATION 
==========s::::=====msa2:ss-.nmrmmr -=•~-=•----•======~=~s-s-======•-rt=--=~==--◄----:r:s-----===•=-----n 

1983 1984 1995 1986 IIEAN STD11ETROrOllTAH REGION 1976 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 
:::::::rm:=:=:s.:::s::::::==--m=~==---===========ss======s•'===============-=:=~=-----------------------
BELElt 1,632 1.484 1.373 l.414 1.312 1.375 1.354 l.423 1,461 1.328 l.416 t.ee, 

l,7'8 2.815 l.6@9 t.39fFORTALEZA 1.662 l.467 1.484 l.622 l.768 l.399 l.475 1,487 
1.682 1.651 t.22'RECIFE l.431 l.65S 2.123 l.491 1.462 t.SS9 2,121 1.495 l.S83 

l,394 1.635 l.474 t.221SlllVADOR l,9t3 1.31' l.351 1.216 1,232 1,/79 l.458 1.m 
2,297 9.482BELO HORIZONTE 2.742 1,514 1.313 l.271 l,299 1.2s1 1,455 t.363 1.367 l.595 

l.4t8 t.77t l.361 t.376 l.3ll l.372 l,541 t.416 l.578 ,.314
RIO DE JANEIRO l.962 2.361 

1,248 l,157 1,229 1.344 l.292 l.255 2.181 l.361 t.249sr.o PAULO l.412 1.274 l.326 
l.239 1,253 l.362 t.!589 l.326 ,.m

CURITIBA 1.171 l,127 l.428 l.411 l.333 l.J!i7 
1,346 1.34' l.St9 l.576 l.397 t.159PORTO ALEGRE l.755 t.271 t.29S 1.255 1.223 1.392 

I = ~ --==-====~-------......--===~======-=:+-.-~======:======~-:==,,./•-==----~==--------------=== 1,388 1,475 l.822 l.497 t.148
l1EAM 1.12, 1.496 l.443 l.4tf l.3St 1,369 l,491 
STD t.421 t.341 t.213 ,.1st t.171 t.267 t.tet 1.127 ,.m ,.m 

-==-------ns:..r,-.-..--:m=-:-1==s:--:--======--=---==a----========================s========----~m '·'" 
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-:'ABLE A2
CON'!R.IBUTION OF EDUCATION TO 
OVERALL WAGE INEQUALITY

(Tl£1L-T> 

1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 ltEAN STD
tlETROPOL!TAN REGION 1976 19n----- 36.2 35.3 36.6 36.S 2.9

37.t 3t.5 38.4 34.5 41.6 41.t 34.8IEI.Elt 56.4 53.6 ·, 4.3ss.e 41.4 56.2 52.5 55.8 52.7 54.6 54.3
·FORTALEZA 57.4 3.451.5 47.S 59.6 57.3 55.4 51.7 51.5 53.3
1ECIFE 54.t 54.1 St.2

51.4 48.7 44.t 34.7 47.8 52.2 46.4 55.5 46.t 35.6 46.2 6.4
SALVADOR 4S.3 47.6 3.8

• 49.t 41.4 51.6 St.4 54.3 53.1 51.9 46.4 49.1
BELO HOUZONTE 44.8 48.t 6.648.2 49.5 54.2 53.4 48.4 47.9 51.t
110 DE JAN£IRO · 31.1 52.1 1.948.7 48.t 47.6 43.5 48.3 47.a 45.3 47.1
SAO PAULO -49.6 44.1 48.t 

41.7 45.7 51.2 37.6 21.5 41.8 8.4
41.3 54.t 39.3 44.7 42.tCURITIBA 48.5 38.1 e.e22.e 43.6 41.4 51.2 49.7 47.t 45.6 39.3 42.6

PORTO ALEGRE ==
-z::- -------=

46.8 48.5
= 

51.1 47.4 48.3 46.4 41.9 46.5 2.4
JIEAH 43.4 47.1 44.7 

4.6 5.9 6.1 6.5 6.e· 9.7 5.2
STD 11.2 7.6 4.6 7.1 

=- -= 
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TAil£ AJ. l 
DISTIIIUTION Of EOUCATION 

FRACTION Of POPllATION 111TH HO FOll!Al. ~TION 
(pl,) 

--=--• ===== E±qW wama aa:.s=-am::a::smrm==:ms::maas:::na::::::ssmmasa 
IIETIOPOI.UM IEBIOII 1776 1977 lt78 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 lffl 1986 IIEAN STO 
SU& •............._rmrmsarmaa•-=-===========nz::mma:=-m 
18.EJI t.164 ,.,.. t.178 t.158 t.ffl t.142 1.143 t.141 t.142 t.143 ,.m ,.112
FOHM.EZA t.156 t.lSf t.2lt t.183 t.1115 ,.211 t.219 t.211 t.fff t.177 t.188 t,119
IECIF£ I.lit ,.m t.192 t.166 t.147 t.168 t.159 t.143 t.144 t.111 t.157 t.125 
SALVMIOI I.tit t.lff ,.112 t.fft ,.,n t.172 ,_,,, t.f8t U64 f.183 f.114 mo HOIIZOllrt t.16S '·'" ,.m t.187 ,.,12 t.tB3 f.166 t.159 t.156 t.154 t.174 t.116'·"' t.192 t.181 t.165110 D[ JMEllt ,.,n t.163 u,1 t.167 t.159 t.158 t.152 t.167 I.Ill 
SAO PMlO ,.,1, ,.mt.197 t.178 ,.,12 t.186 t.165 t.174 t.173 f.162 1.177 I.Ill 
CUIITIIA ,.,1, ,..., t.171 t.f8t ,.,,, t.171 t.156 t.148 t.149 Ult 1.967 t.113
POITO M.Efill£ t.152 t.151 t.172 t.146 t.157 t.153 t.146t.151 t.153 t.148 t.t53 t.ff7 
:s.zsasa •=•= IIE%WWUZ&~~~-==ssrm=saa:s::sa:rmm:a 

IIEM ,~m t.ff4 ,.112 t.197 t.187 t.183 t.183 t.173 t.fft Ult,_,.,STD t.137 t.146 t.143 ,.m• ,'·"'.... '·"' t.152 t.151 t.148 t.t4t t.145:rm-=r.o-
TAIi.£ AJ. 2 

DISTIIBUTIOII OF EDUCATIOW 
FlACTIOII Of TIE POl'll.ATION lflTH l TO 4 YEARS or SCHOOl.1119 

<ei 
::::wmm=sw::i.s ...,..... as:aa■causrmrmass:===:::sassm==::a--==--:=:===s==r:=:s■ z---===s===:as:s:raaaasa-IIETROPOI.ITM REGION 1976 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 -1985 1996 IIEAII STD 
~:aarnwuwa:mrm:rmamm==m·armu:::--m•-=mz--:::rs::s:sz::--mrms-..rm:s:s:::--s=:::mm:.ssa 

IElEll t.321 t.297 t.318 t.321 t.281 t.31t t.285 t.249 t.247 t.261 t.289 t.129 
f011Al.EZA t.357 t.335 t.324 t.318 t.331 t.315 f.297 t.273 t.28' t.291 t.312 1.125 
RECIFE t.324 t.348 t.385 t.4tt t.356 t.352 t.343 t.328 t.312 t.342 t.349 t.125 
SALVAOOI t.265 t.372 t.292 t.293 t.269 t.295 t.265 t.251 · t.225 t.233 t.274 t.t3f 
8El0 HORIZONTE t.SH t.488 t.494 t.482 t.466 1.462 1.461 t.445 i.m ,.m t.466 t.125 
RIO D[ JAIIEJIO t.327 t.342 t.2U t.252 t.286 t.289 t.274 t.253 ,.m t.242 ,.m ,.m 
SAO PAlft.O t.538 t.537 ,.s,2 t.Sl2 t.486 t.473 f.465 t.438 t.431 ,.m ,.m t.m 
CUl!JTIIA t.421 t.421 1.442· t.419 1.471 t.427 t.423 t.424 t.415 t.38, t.425 . t.119 ; 
POWTO ALEGRE ,.221 t.246 t.222 t.232 t.257 1.26' t.261 t.252 t.237 t.221 ,.m UIS 
===--=s..mr ""' :mmmw:m.-rmssrmm:as:mms=n----------m--==--m=s=-===-=-=-=--=•---=--=-=-------s 
IIEAN t.364 t.376 t.362 t.359 t.356 t.352 ,.m t.323 t.314 t.314 ,.m t.t21 
SJD t.194 t.189 . •• ,11 t.t8t t.'83 1.182 t.984,.,1, 
......:a wm:mn• '·"' '·"' '·"· m~rnm--a:arnrm---- --==---===-==---~22S 

TABLE i\3. 3 
OISTIIBUTION OF EOUC~TION 

FIACTIOII Of TIE POPllAIION·VlTH 5 TO 8 YEARS OF SOIOOl.1118.3,
::m:==rsarm-== == : rnmrmsa -••••=-aaa::=-==a.mmrmsss■:arm::---==s=~===-==========rmas 

1984 1995 198' IIEAII STDIIETROPOl.ITM REGION 1'76 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 
ma rm J a rnmzz::::mns:::: _rmasa:arm:a::------==--=------===-:m:=.=.:s-=-=m 

BElEJI ✓ t.368 t.348 t.329 t.327 t.348 t.324 t.331 t.366 t.327 t.316 t.339 t.tl7 
FORTALEZA ,.221 t.271 t.225 t.231 ,.222 ,.22, 1.226 ,.m t.223 1.237 1.232 ,.m 

,.mRECIFE t.261 t.229 t.lff t.213 t.229 t.228 t.23' t.237 t.266 t.278 t.237 
1,341 t.328 t.f23SAtlJAOOI t.314 t.364 t.364 t.323 t.315 t.312 1.332 t.314 t.33' 

BElO IIOR IZOllrt t.181 t.177 t.l8S t.181 t.191 t.187 t.182 t.198 t.2M 1.211 t.199 UM 
UO Dl JANEIIO t.354 t.331 1,377 t.386 ,.m t.329 t.329 t.347 t.346 1.343 t.349 Ul8 
SAO PAlft.O t.177 t.168 t.177 t.176 f.191 t.176 ,.m t.211 t.215 t.217 . t.lBIJ ,.m 

I.fltCl.lITIBA t.18' 1.212 t.213 t.192 t.18' t.18' t.211 t.2" ,.212 t.177 1.196 
PORTO M.EGRE t.447 t.439 t.421 t.421 t.393 t.378- t.385 t.379 t.377 t.413 ,.m t.125 

II I rmwa srmmm:..-::..rna :s....m--==--==-============~~=--====2====-- -= ----====---= 
IIEAII t.279 t.292 ,.m t.271 t.268 t.261 t.269 t.276 t.277 t.278 t.273 t.116 
STD t.tff t.tvt t.te, ,.,,, t.171 1.171 1.169 t.t6b t.973 ,.,n 
:::::s:s::==s,--==-====:m~~~==::s:.:==- :=--=m ==--====--==--::::=s======'·"' ---
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TABLE A3,4 
DISTRIBUTIOH OF EDll:ATION 

FRACTION OF POPll.ATlON UITH 9 TO 11 YEARS OF SCHOOLING 
(P5) 

IIETIOPOUTM IEGIOH 1976 t9n 1978 1979 1981-- 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 IEM STD 

8£1.EJI 
FORTALEZA 

1.142 
t.1n 

t.173 
t.126 

t.17t 
t ■-141 

1.182 
t.163 

1.198 
t.154 

1.1ft 
t.154 

t.212 
t.165 

t.221 
t.184 

,.245 
t.192 

1.235 
t.188 

t.197 
t.164 

t.t3e 
t.e2e 

_._ 
RECIFE 
SM.VADOR 

1.132 
1.188 

t.124 
t.132 

1.129 
t.151 

1.135 
t.161 

t.156 
t.199 

1.151 
t.213 

1.151 
t.221 

t.179 
t.241 

1.169 
t.23t 

t.158 
1.246 

t.148 
t.197 

·.•••17 
t.137 

BELO HOIIZOHTE 1.126 t.117 t.116 1.126 1.148 1.148 1.161 1.161 t.184 t.172 1.146 t.123 
110 DE JAIEIIO 
SAO PAII.O 

1.122. 
1.186-

t.132 
I.NS 

1.127 
1.198 

1.144 
t.117 

1.159 
t.115 

t.163 
t.117 

1.177 
1.131 

1.186 
t.127 

1.195 
t.137 

1.197 
1.152 

1.161 
1.116 

t.827 
1.12e 

aamaA . 1.132 t.129 t.127 t.145 t.134 1.161 t.162 1.161 t.168 1.199 t.152 1.122 
PORTO AI.E&RE t.118 t.tH 1.132 1.151 t.133 1.153 1.141 t.155 . t.163 . t.176 t.143 t.t19 

HEM 1.136 t.126 1.132 1.146 1.155 1.161 1.169 1.179 1.187 1.192 1.158 1.122 
STD l.t29 t.t21 l.tl9 t.t21 t.t27 t.123 1.128 1.132 1.132 t.131 l.t24 

TABLE A3.S 
DISTIIBUTION OF EDUCATIOH 

FRACTION OF POPULATIOH IIITH NORE THAN 11 YEARS OF SCHOOLING 
<P4> 

IETROPOUTAN IE&ION 1976 t9n 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 IIEM STD 

IELEI l.1t6 1.134 l.ltS 1.113 1.119 t.136 1.129 t.123 t.141 t.146 t.125 t.113 
FORTN.EZA t.182 t.Ut t.iti t.116 1.118 •••97 t.lt3 t.tt9 t.lt6 t.UB t.lM ....9 
IECIFE 1.123 t.lt9 t.t94 t.t96 1.112 1.111 1.118 1.114 I.it& 1.121 1.118 t.119 
SALWtDOI 1.162 t.163 1.194 1.121 t.136 1.116 t.112 1.131 1.127 1.116 t.118 t.125 
IB.O HOIIZONTE 1.124 1.121 1.111 1.125 t.124 1.119 t.132 t.137 t.134 t.142 t.127 t."9 
110 DE JANEIIO t.118 1.123 t.128 t.138 1.151 t.153 1.153 t.156 1.156 t.165 ·1.144 t.115 
SAO PAll.0 t.124 1.121 t.125 t.127 t.137 1.148 t.146 t.152 1.154 1.155 •~139 t.113 
CIIImA t.179 t.168 t.158 t.156 1.141 t.154 t.159 t.159 1.156 1.176 t.161 ,.111 
HITO AL£6IE t.163 1.154 t.154 t.151 t.161 t.156 t.164 t.167 1.111 t.152 t.159 1.116 

IEAN 
SID 

t.131 
t.129 

1.122 
1.128 

t.119 
1.123 

1.12, 
1.119 

• \32 
t.117 

t.131 
1.122 

t.134 
1.122 

t.139 
1.121 

t.139 
1.121 

t.143 
1.121 

t.132 
1.11, 

...., 
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TABLE A.4.1 

RELATIYE AVERAGE WAGES BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: 

t\lJERAGE WAGE Of WORKERS WITH NO FOIIW. EOUCArION RELATIVE 
TO Tl£ AVERAGE WAGEOF THOSE WITH l TO 4 YEARS OF SCHOOLIH& 

cr1> 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1994 1985 1986
ltETROPOUTAII REGION 

t.731 t.73S t.842 t.748 t.St7 t.975 t.766
BELEJI t.84t t.712 ,.m 

t.738 t.763 t.745 t.761 t.659 t.696
FORTALEZA t.888 t.645 t.616 t.StB 

t.741 t.729 · t.725 t.733 t.678
RECIFE t.923 t.634 t.659 t.687 t.726 

. t.533 t.734 t.689 t.823 t.769 t.758 t.719 t.83t t.699 t.863
SM.VADOI t.593aao HORIZONTE t.453 t.599 t.619 t.588 t.617 t.6.. t.595 t.564 t.614 

t.713 t.SM t.732 t.741 t.717 t.732 t.673 t.796
RIO DE JANEIRO t.837 t.817 

t.63t t.66t t.618 t.631 t.616 t.619 t.594
SAO PAILO .l.661 t.649 t.617 
ClllTIBA 1.415 t.712 1.821 t.'.f/1 t.611 1.771 t.665 t.626 t.629 t.554 

t.718 t.792 t.714 t.67S 1.715
POITO M.EGRE . t.879 1.719 t.732 t.818 t.752 

KEAN t.714 t.688 t.693 t.718 t.713 t.728 t.714 t.717 t.696 1.695...,, t.t58 t.t71 e.t59 t.984 t.116 t.997
STD t.191· t.161 t.t7t

= == -==--

TABLE A.4. 2 

RELATIVE AVERAGE WAGES BY EDUCATIONAT. LEVET.:'
AVERAGE WAGE OF WOllKERS WITH 5 TO 8 YEARS OF EDUCATION RELATIVE 

TO TI£ AVERAGE WAGE OF THOSE WITH 1 TO 4 YEARS OF SCHOOLING 
(rj -- - --------

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
METROPOLITAN REGION 1976 1977 1978 1979-- --- --- -- --== 

1.899 1.732 1.411 1.622 1.246 1.552 1.331 1.561 1.428 1.315
Ba.Ell 1.7421.267 1.428 1.545 1.591 1.542 1.599 1.6H 1.599
FORTALEZA 1.822 

1.6M 1.492 1.584 1.411 1.421 1.369 1.391
RECIFE · 1.919 1.721 1.488 

1.511 1.551 1.648 1.517 1.662 1.457 1.968
SALVAOOI · 1.566 1.453 1.512 

1.752 1.664 1.695 1.674 1.498
sao HORIZONTE 1.612 1.935 1.611 1.711 1.677 

1.361 1.531 i.396 1.447 1.448 1.416 1.518 1.524 1.579 l.47S
RIO DE MIRO 

1.485 1.722 1.514 1.4t6 1.453 1.494 1.389 1.423 1.346
SAO PMI..O 1.st1 

1.694 1.441 1.595 1.514 1.447 1.781 1.554 .1.263
CUIITIBA 1.463 2.17S 

1.435 1.612 1.699 1.566 1.456 t.41t
POaTO ALEGI£ 1.839 1.438 1.564 1.688 

= ---
1.697 1.637 1.536 1.562 t.493 1.564 1.518 1.562 1.5M 1.491

HEM 
1.191 · t.267 t.113 t.193 t.121 t.896 1.112 t.lt7 t.195 t.214

STD 

/ 

40 

HEM STD 

t.792 t.t7S
t.732 •••77
t.724 t.t7S
t.742 t.189
t.582 t.MS

t.152·~t.629 1.121
1.638 · 1.119
t.749 t.159 

1.715 •••12
t.166 

MEAN STD 

1.514 t.193
1.573 t.145
1.539 1.162
1.582 1.145
1.683 t.117
1.468. t.164
1.512 t.139
1.585 1.232
1.571 t.134 

1.556 t.t63
1.159 



---

TABLE A4.3
RELATIVE AVERAGE WAG~S BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: 

AVERAGE WAGE Of WORKERS WHH 9 TO 11 YEARS OF EOUCATION RaATIUE 

TO THE AUEIAGE WAGE Of THOSE WITH 1 TO 4 YEARS OF SDiOOLIHG
(r4) 

1976 197/ 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
IIETROPOLITM REGION 

2.528 2.8i6 2.152 2.951 2.526 2.415 2.454
BELEJt 4.536 3.114 

3.721 3.312 3.173 3.171 3.476 3..264
FOITALW 4.123 2.981 3.278 

2.552 2.956 2.913 2.865 2.917
RECIFE 3.847 3.736 3.912 3.323 

. SM.VADOR 3.417 3.211 2.687 2.924 2.731 3.353 3.151 3.429 3.231
2.968 2.947 2.916·aao HOR!ZOHTE 2.121 2.831 2.942 2.784 2.856 2.848 

3.178 2.826 2.824 2.649 2.719 2.784 2.644 2.862
110 DE JANEIRO 2.812 

2.514 2.484 2.171 2.371 2.311 2.261
SAO PAULO • 2.495 2.623 2.619

3.257 2.448 2.564 2.485 2.696 2.773 2.657
CURITIBA • 2.125 2.937 
PORTO .U6~E ·. 3.161 2.951 3.235 3.546 · 2.811 2.886 2.958 2.961 2.929

--- =--- === 
MEAN · 3.146 3.986 2.995 2.988 2.679 2.838 2.838 2.869 2.831 

1.415 1.419 1.298 t.332 1.255 1.376 1.311
STD t.825 1.294 

=--- ---- • 

TABLE A.4.4 

RELATIVE AVERAGE WAGES BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL: 
AUDAG£ WAGE OF IIORKEJtS WITH IIORE THAN 11'91S OF EDUCATION RELATIVE 

TO THE AVERAGE WAGE. OF THOSE WiTH 1 TO 4 YEARS. OF SCHOOLING 

tr~ 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
IIETROPOLITAH RE6IOH 

7.338 6.179 6.118 5.447 5.955 5.1M 5.818 6.371
BELEM 7.511 

5.432 7.tt9 7.489 7.495 7.144 7.381 8.218
FORTALEZA 8.493 6.m 

6.371 7.544 6.713 7.177 7.418
RECIFE 8.211 ·7.426 7.191 6.511 

6.198 7.117 7.697 8.416 7.169
SALVMOR 8.597 6.746 6.227 5.321 

5.964 6.322 5.767 5.966
3.935 6.122 5.562 5.666 5.761

BELO HORlZONTE 6.397 7."6
6.rn 5.849 6.527 6.231 6.211 6.191

RIO OE JMEIRO 6.268 
4.781 4.579 4.259 4.155- 4.321 4.712 4.646

SAO PAlLO 5.312 4.467 
4.539 4.491 5.126 4.724 5.288 4.935

CURITIBA 3.787 5.787 4.926 
5.231 5.846 5.934 5.471 5.971

PORTO Al.£6RE 5.696 5.143 5.514 6.526 

6.277 5.717 5.865 5.719 6.157 6.IM 6.269 6.411
IEAII 6.422 

t.662 1.843 1.943 1.148 1.157 1.112 t.193
STD 1.773 1.957 

41 

1986 IIEAtl STD 

2.t56 2.753 1.671
2.711 3.311 1.348
2.2a1· 3.129 1.528
3.283 3.141 .1.256
2.572 2.767 1.272 
2.622 2.781 1.120 
2.119 2.385 1.188
2.2" 2.614 1.318
2.736 3.lt! 1.22. 

2.497 · 2.876 1.182
1.382 1.276 

= -

1986 ION STD 

5.287 6.111 1.759
7.818 7.325 1.ees 
6.856 7.131 1.524
8.333 7.171 1.131
6.457 5.752 1.663
6.287 6.366 1.319
4.522 4.575 1.311
3.998 4.761 1.564
4.985 5.621 1.449 

6.161 6.189 1.248
t.393 t.957 



TABLE A.5.1 
WAGE INEIUAI.UY AIIOll6 IIORKEIS 111TH HO FORHAL EDUCATION 

(Iw1) 
=-m 

IIETIOl'OUTAII RE&IOII 1976 1'77 1971 1979 1981 1992 1983 1984 1985 1986 IIEAII STD 

&El.Ell ,.m t.256 t.226 t.1'3 t.215 t.149 t.164 t.157 t.295 t.214 t,216 t.151 
FORJM.EZA · t.185 t.2tl t.236 t.133 ,.211 t.171 t.173 1.144 1.112 t.184 1.175 l.t36 
REClFE t.271 1,158 t.184 t.2M t.188 1.149 t.189 t.158 t.258 1.154 t.192 t.M2 
SALVAOOI t.144 t.lt2 1.213 t.244 1.213 t.194 t.189 t.169 1.181 1.243 t.188 t.141 
BELO HOIIZOlffE t.111 ,.1st 1.141 t.192 1.114 1.122 1,161 1.161 l.18t 1.173 t.139 t.129 
110 DE JANEIRO. t.422 .t.211 t.146 t.173 t.183 t.138 t.174 t.216 t.154 t.219 ,.2t2 t.178 
SAO PMLO t.2f5 1.192 t.149 1.111 1.172 t.123 1.143 t.188 t.164 t.179 1.169 t.123 
CURITIBA t.149 t.159 t.373 t.124 t.114 t.282 t.156 t.181 1.1n ,.1st t.116 t.186 
POITO ALEGRE t.257 t.131 t.159 t.149 t.146 t.195 t.125 t.164 t.214 1.211 t.164 t.145 

IIEAII t.215 t.174 t.213 t.165 t.171 t.158 t.164 t.171 t.192 t.191 ,.1st 1.111 
STO t.117 t.144 t.143 t.135 t.152 1.121 t.118 1.152 t.t29 ,.,21'·"' 

TABLE A.S.2 
WAGE INEQUALITY AMONG WORKERS WITH l TO 4 YFARS OF SCHOOLING 

(Iw2) 
maa22 ==== 

IIETROPOLLTAII REGIOW 1976 1m 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 ltEAII STD 
=======--= 

Bruit t.283 t.372 t.292 t.327 t.242 t.212 1.268 t.192 1.285 1.291 t.276 t.151 
FORTALEZA t.214 t.263 t.375 t.213 t.223 t.216 t,215 t.2t9 t.248 t.238 1.241 1.148 
RECIFE _t.198 t.244 t.292 t.235 t.221 1.165 1,299 1,221 t.265 1.263 1.231 1.135 
SALVAOOI 1,247 t.266 t.266 t.271 t.228 t.181 t.259 t.172 1,223 1,211 t.232 l.t34 
BELO HORIZONTE t.488 t.198 1.211 t.243 1.191 t.223 t.22' 1,261 t.265 1.312 t.261 1.182 
RIO DE JANEIRO 1,316 t.197 t.215 t.1'3 t.192 1.198 1.212 t.227 t.218 t.237 1.221 t.135 
SAO PAIA.O t,215 1.222 t.211 t.216 t.194 t.216 1.211 t.224 1.217 1,245 1.214 t.113 
CURITIBA 1,251 t.151 t.254 t.266 t.196 1.211 t.214 1,218 t.251 t.348 1,234 1,151 

· PORTO ALEGRE t.216 t.215 ,.m t.166 1.176 1.146 t.161 t.21t 1,224 t.241 t.197 t.131 
--=- :m - --rmnnm 

ltEAII t.267 t.236 t.26t t.236 t.2t7 1.194 t.219 1.215 t.244 1.264 t.234 t.t24 
STO t.t86 t.ffl t.tSl t.145 ,.,21 t.124 t.131 t.123 t.123 t.141 ,.122 

=====a-==== 

TABLE A.5.3 
WAGE INEQUALITY AMONG WORKERS WITH 5 TO 8 YEARS OF SCHOOLING 

(Iw3) 
:.rmrm -~ =========-=···-

1985 11EAH11ETROPOL1TAII REGlOII .,, 1976 19n 1971 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1986 STD 
::ann=m====== -

t.319 t.311BEi.Eii t.498 t.463 t.351 t.384 t.279 t.296 t.357 t.341 t.359 t.168 
1.374FORTALEZA t.311 t.2'1 t.313 t.288 t.317 t.264 t.297 t.323 1.333 t.311 t.128 

REClFE t.322 1.367 t.341 t.326 t.351 t.312 t.272 t.266 t.313 t.277 1.314 t.132 
SAI..VAOOI t.246 t.243 t.284 t.345 t.278 t.267 t.293 t.283 t.294 t.414 1.294 t.146 

t.374 1.m t.271 t.288 t.283 t.3tt t.336 t.344 1.351 1.338 t.187BELO IIORIZONTE t.577 
t.274 t.265 1.271 t.224 1.213 t.262 t.261 t.293 t.291 t.269 t.133RIO OE JANEIRO t.338 

SAO PAtl.0 t.324 t.258 t.273 1.22, 1,221 t.232 t.27t t.239 t.261 t.241 1.254 t.12' 
t.268 1.21, t.317 t.353 1,244 1,271 t.144CURITIBA · t.214 I.3M t.246 t.2U t.296 
t,278 t.286 t.317 t.272 t.273 1,284 I.ISiPORTO ALEGRE t.416 t.243 t.292 t.249 t.222 - =-=-===' 

ltEAN t.36t t.313 t.292 t.285 t.275 t.268 1,283 t.299 1.311 t.317 t.299 t.125 
sro 1.112 1.171 t.934 t.154 t.143 1.129 t.114 1.137 9.132 1.154 1.132 

__._• z===-- ---== -====== --= 42 
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TABLE A.5.4 

WAGE INEQUALITY AMONG WORKERS WITH 9 TO 11 YEARS OF SCHOOLING 

(Iw4) 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 IEAN STD
IIETROPOLITAN REGION I •--===-- -== 

1.384 l.33t 1.352 1.338 1.446 1.417 1.425 t.385 t.379 t.395 I.MS
8E1.EH 1.493 

t.391 t.516 t.429 t.348 1.394 t.318 1.457 1.349 t.419 .f.165
..JORTN..EZA t.372 t.523 1.365 1.156

RECIFE 1.348 t.4t5 t.496 t.347 1.317 1.323 t.359 t.344 t.419 1.294 
_t._31~ t.137t.284 1.259 1.333 1.349 t.311· t.371 t.366

SALVADOR 1.288 t.275 1.317 
1.234 t.266 1.248 1.311 t.312 t.317 1.346 t.29t 1.136

Bao HORlZONTE ·t.329 1.254 1.291 
t.278 I.3M t.326 t.3t6 t.346 t.312 t.327 1.128

RIO DE JANEIRO t.336 t.364 t.35t t.361 
SAO PAULO · 1.258 1.294 1.266 1.232 1.282 1.215 t.288 1.291 t.254 t.228 t.261 t.127 

1.132 1.165 1.272 t.249 t.314 t.249 1.288 1.256 1.288 t.319 t.259 •••67
CURITIBA t.322 t.371 t.294 t.137
PORTO M.E6RE 1.246 t.297 1.268 t.258 1.284 1.293 1.265 t.338 

F -=====-=== ;•---- ...-=====-
1.311 t.329 t.331 t.314 t.3t7 t.3t6 t.333 t.321 t.351 t.335 t.324 t.114

IIEAN I.MB t.152
STD t.193 t.197 •••71 t.ts4 t.149 t.165 t.148 1.143 t.161 

TABLE A.5.5 

. WAGE INEQUALITY AMONG WORKERS WITH MORE THAN 11 YEARS OF SCHOOLING 

(Iw5)

--- ------ -= 

1976 1977 1978 1979 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 IIEAH STD
IEROPOLITAN REGION --=- =====-== T - = 

1.266 
=
t.295 t.258 t.259 t.249 t.311 . 1.296 t.314 1.282 1.122

BELEJt 1.279 t.313 
1.284 t.315 t.221. t.262 t.294 t.322 t.484 t.313 t.t7t

FORTALEZA 1.356 t.246 t.346 
1.277 1.277 t.265 1.361 t.255 t.368 t.333 t.3tl 1.139

IEClFE t.259 t.318 t.294 
t.249 1.243 t.276 1.272 1.259 t.214 t.268 t.t66

SM.Vt.DOR t.431 t.252 t.316 t.167 
t.319 t.255 t.288 1.272 1.319 t.38t t.313 t.139

ta.O HOllZOHTE •-~ t.331 t.269 t.27. 
t.266 1.318 t.298 t.146t.271 t.34t t.322

RIO DE JANEIRO t.357 t.431 t.3tt t.34t t.319 
t.249 t.274 1.257 t.33B t.266 t.126

SAO PAlLO - . t.262 •-~..2 1.266 t.263 t.241 1.257 
t.239 t.244 t.138t.242 t.243

aJRITIBA t.275 t.167 1.266 t.319 t.197 t.258 t.239 
t.274 t.315 t.272 t.266 t.134

t.181 t.283 t.292 t.235 1.262 t.274 1.268PORTO N.£61£ 

t.321 t.285 t.119
ION t.316 t.286 t.29t t.271 t.269 t.255 t.274 t.271 t.311 

t.125t.146 t.137 1:115 t.134 t.121 I.Mt t.175
STO t.171 t.168 t.126

= ----·----
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